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Darin DeCarlo, Senior Principal & Segment Lead, Commercial Services, IQVIA

Darin joined IQVIA’s Launch Advisory group in 2017, after 25 years of experience launching products for both 
large pharmaceutical, and start-up biotechnology firms. He is now leading a team of commercial services 
consultants that serve clients in the western and mid-western US. He has held industry leadership positions in 
brand marketing, sales, managed markets, and commercial operations.

Most recently, Darin served as Vice President of Sales and Managed Markets at ACADIA Pharmaceuticals 
where he led the successful launch of a product in the CNS space. Prior to ACADIA, he spent 13 years at Eli 
Lilly and Company in a variety of commercial leadership roles in the CNS, Osteoporosis, Women’s Health, and 
Men’s Health therapeutic areas.

Bill McClellan, CoE Leader, Launch Excellence, Commercial Services, IQVIA

Bill is an expert in the field of pharmaceutical launch excellence with over 20 years of experience. He leads the 
Launch Center of Excellence for the US at IQVIA where he focuses on launch readiness, tracking and 
performance diagnostics utilizing patient data, statistical modeling, qualitative and quantitative research.

Bill leads a team of professionals responsible for developing thought leadership to provide innovative 
approaches for launching a brand. The research focuses on patient acquisition and prescriber adoption and 
productivity. The group has examined how launch success varies by market need and product differentiation 
creating launch archetypes. Findings have fueled offerings that focus on launch strategy, commercialization 
tactics and performance monitoring.
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1. Gain an understanding of Launch Archetypes and their market profiles
• Science Sells
• Market Shaping
• Emphasize the Difference
• Who Benefits?

2. Understand strategic trends among archetypes, with a close look at one in 
particular
• Market factors influencing the trends
• Brand team responses to trends

3. Discuss how marketers use Archetypes when developing launch plans
• Identifying strategic themes
• Enhancing product positioning
• Developing Critical Success Factors
• Determining promotional investment



Archetypes:  What are they and how are they helpful?
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Making course corrections after this period are difficult and expensive
The first six months of launch are critical to long-term trajectory

Launch 12 months6 months14 weeks
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6-month launch window

Inflection Point
An IQVIA analysis found that 

patient acquisition uptake inflects 
on-average 14 weeks post launch

Unsuccessful Launch
Inadequate preparation 
leads to low adoption rate

Successful Launch

Course Correction
• Only a minority of launches (<20%) 

make significant improvements in 
their market share trajectory

• While it is possible to improve, most 
do not – hence, it is extremely 
important to plan to get launch right 
the first time

• Requires drastic action:  New 
indication, improved data, 
marketing events (DTC), and 
managed care wins can change the 
level of patient acquisition

Research based on launches from 2000 through 2009
Source:  IQVIA Launch Excellence IV

Research based on launches from 2005 through 2012
Source:  IQVIA Thought Leadership
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There were over 500 launches in the US over the past decade
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They can be grouped by similar, measurable traits
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Understanding characteristics such as strategy, 
promotional spend, payer response, distribution, and 
performance of similar launches – can be extremely 

informative for a commercial team.

This gets to the heart of Archetyping.
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Common themes exist for launch success and underperformance

Common Launch Challenges and Pitfalls 
Identified by IQVIA

Unrealistic expectations / not understanding the 
opportunity

About half of launch brands underperform their first-year forecast

Improper resourcing / investment level
Investment levels and mix are among the most difficult and critical 

launch decisions 

Divergent objectives / Cookie Cutter Launch Strategy
Identifying the correct critical success factors provides focus

Poor alignment and quality in launch preparation
Many teams fail to align the organization on a common vision 

around launch

A brand’s fate is sealed pre launch: 
Quality of pre-launch preparation –

e.g., resources, alignment and processes –
determines post-launch success

Source: IQVIA Launch Excellence V

Powerful and pertinent value proposition

Effective and efficient stakeholder engagement

Aligned and prepared organization

Country-level customer group understanding must be current, 
comprehensive, and regularly reviewed, with action plans linked 
to both global and local events which impact the launch

Excellent launches start with strong alignment across functions 
and between global and local affiliates, meaning:
1. A shared vision on strategy
2. Agreement on country implementation of strategy
3. Early and frequent dialogue

An excellent value proposition at a global level, including both 
clinical and payer proof points, is now an entry ticket; but the 
value proposition has to be taken to country-level customer 
groups in an effective manner

Foundational Success Factors for 
Launch Excellence
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Thinking about a launch brand in terms of Archetype helps create organizational and strategic alignment 
allowing for a clear brand vision

Understanding their Archetype can help commercial teams find success, 
and avoid some common pitfalls

The Rationale Behind Launch Archetypes

CREATING ORGANIZATIONAL ALIGNMENT
In our survey, in all cases, brand members from failed launches cite some 

type of organizational misalignment; Archetypes enable the discussion necessary to create alignment

Properly assess product opportunity

Approximately half of launch brands 
underperform their first-year forecast

Archetypes provide guidance for 
the range of potential

Understand investment levels to be 
successful

Investment levels and mix are typically among 
the most difficult and critical decisions 

a launch team faces

Archetypes clearly delineate 
investment with success 

Identify critical factors 
to achieve excellence

Learning from past launches can be insightful 
for identifying CSFs

In examining successful launches by Archetype 
some clear factors for success appear

PMSA Virtual University:  Launch Archetypes: The Bedrock of Successful Launch Strategies, © IQVIA, All Rights Reserved, November 2018 

LEVERAGE KEY LEARNINGS FROM SIMILAR LAUNCHES
Over 500 products launched in the US over the past decade

Studying the strategy and performance of launches similar to your own can be enormously beneficial
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The success of a launch is highly weighted on just two factors…

25%
o f  a  l a u n c h ’ s  l e v e l  
o f  s u c c e s s  i s  
p r e d e t e r m i n e d  b y  
j u s t  t w o f a c t o r s *

75%
i s  m a d e  u p  o f  
d o z e n s  o f  o t h e r  
v a r i a b l e s

1 . U n m e t  n e e d  i n  
t h e  m a r k e t

2 . P r o d u c t  
d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n

PMSA Virtual University:  Launch Archetypes: The Bedrock of Successful Launch Strategies, © IQVIA, All Rights Reserved, November 2018 

*Internal IQVIA analysis of 526 launches between 2007 and 2016 
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IQVIA developed a proprietary scoring model to address levels of market need and product 
differentiation – and created four distinct Archetypes…

MARKET SHAPING

WHO BENEFITS?

SCIENCE SELLS 

EMPHASIZE THE DIFFERENCE 

LAUNCH 
Archetypes 

Market Unmet Need HighLow
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Archetypes provide a common framework for stakeholders in the organization to have collective agreement 
as to product benefits and market need
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Sampling of
Archetype 
Themes

88%
Percent of oncology 
products launched into 
a market with high 
unmet medical need 
(Science Sells and 
Emphasize the 
Difference)

0%
Percent of diabetes 
products launched into 
a market with high 
unmet medical need 
(Science Sells and 
Emphasize the 
Difference)
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36%
Emphasize 

the Difference

5% 16%

43%
Who 

Benefits?

Emphasize the Difference Market Shaping
Science Sells Who Benefits?

63% 52%
37%

75%

Science
Sells

Market
Shaping

Emphasize
The

Difference

Who
Benefits?

Percent Above Average to Excellent 
Launches

Science
Sells

Market
Shaping

Emphasize
The

Difference

Who
Benefits?

Average Year 1 Promotional Spend 
Per Prescription (TRX)*

$255$289

39% 28%
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icPercent more likely to 

have a Who Benefits? 
Archetype compared 
to other launches

Percent more likely to 
have a Emphasize the 
Difference Archetype 
compared to other 
launches

85% 47%
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csPercent of biologic 
products launched into 
a market with high 
unmet medical need 
(Science Sells and 
Emphasize the 
Difference)

Percent of non-
biologic products 
launched into a market 
with high unmet 
medical need (Science 
Sells and Emphasize 
the Difference)

Product Launches by Archetype
(US, 2007-2016)

The most common Launch Archetypes over the 
past decade have been Who Benefits? and 
Emphasize the Difference– both characterized by 
lower differentiation.
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*Product with retail distribution of 40% or higher

n=63 n=0

n=64 n=239

n=235 n=345

$169

$384
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Understanding a brand’s Archetype is the foundation of strategy develop and execution requirements

Brand teams apply the Archetype to several components of launch planning

The elements of categorizing a 
brand into an Archetype are at the 
heart developing a brand position 
– ‘Unmet Need’ aligns to ‘Who’, 

and ‘Differentiation’ aligns to 
‘Why’

Brands can be successful in each 
Archetype but understanding 

how CSFs are different by 
Archetype is essential for success

Understanding a brand’s 
Archetype will identify the key 
elements required to measure 

the brand’s success

Product 
Positioning

Critical Success 
Factors (CSFs)

Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs)

Launch Archetype and Brand Strategy

PMSA Virtual University:  Launch Archetypes: The Bedrock of Successful Launch Strategies, © IQVIA, All Rights Reserved, November 2018 

Archetypes associate with an 
appropriate amount of 

promotional investment, helping 
to inform where to spend, and 

how much

Investment
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High unmet need with 
High product differentiation
• Disease/MOA awareness pre-launch
• Optimized pricing
• Risk mitigation plan
• Public policy activity
• Advocacy engagement

Low unmet need with 
High product differentiation
• Disease/MOA awareness pre-launch
• Raise awareness of disease consequences
• Campaigns/Data to establish superiority
• Aggressive positioning

Who Benefits Emphasize the Difference

Market Shaping Science Sells

Low unmet need with 
Low product differentiation
• Laser focus targeting (prescriber/patient)
• Realistic expectations
• Services to differentiate product
• Consumer focus – access, co-pay 

offsets/DTC (US)

High unmet need with 
Low product differentiation
• Consumer focus
• KOL engagement & advocacy
• Competitive pricing
• Services to differentiate product
• Patient segmentation & targeting 
• Comprehensive evidence generation

Core Need:
Highly 
experienced and 
strategic 
commercial 
resources

Core Need:
Early disease 
awareness and 
appropriately 
valuing science

Core Need:
Ability to reach 
consumers 
broadly and 
effectively

Core Need:
Competitive share 
of voice and 
credibility with 
HCPs

Knowing and understanding the Archetype is very insightful from a strategic planning perspective
Brands within the same Archetype tend to have similar critical success factors (CSFs)

PMSA Virtual University:  Launch Archetypes: The Bedrock of Successful Launch Strategies, © IQVIA, All Rights Reserved, November 2018 
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It is critical for cross-functional commercial teams to align on the Archetype prior to 
planning and executing a launch

MARKET SHAPING

WHO BENEFITS?

LAUNCH 
Archetypes 

Market Unmet Need HighLow
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EMPHASIZE THE DIFFERENCE 

SCIENCE SELLS 
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It is critical for cross-functional commercial teams to align on the Archetype prior to 
planning and executing a launch

LAUNCH 
Archetypes 

Market Unmet Need HighLow
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MARKET SHAPING

WHO BENEFITS? EMPHASIZE THE DIFFERENCE 

SCIENCE SELLS 

Medical

Market 
Access

Sales

Market Research
Marketing

$
Individual Respondents

Prior to launch, it is very common for 
individuals and groups to disagree on 
the Archetype –
Coming together as a team to select 
the Archetype and discuss its 
implications is an effective way gain 
alignment on strategy

Team Average

Perspectives Prior to Launch



Archetype Examples
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Market
Shaping

The Market Shaping Archetype is 
characterized by LOW Market Unmet 
Need, and HIGH Product 
Differentiation

Low Unmet Medical Need High Product Differentiation

Medicare patient reversal rate at 6 mos.

63%
Percent of Market 
Shaping launches 
that achieve 
‘Excellence’

$123m

Average Year 1 US  
sales

Market 
Shaping

Other 
Launches

DTC investment for Market Shaping launches has 
decreased in recent years, unlike other launch types* 

-79%

Change in year 1 DTC investment

+120%

Market 
Shaping

Other 
Launches

Market Shaping launches have shifted to specialty 
distribution to a higher degree compared to all other 
launch types**

+10-fold

Increase in specialty distribution

+2-fold

Market 
Shaping

Other 
Launches

FDA Approved:  February 2015
Boehringer Ingelheim & Eli Lilly
Type 2 diabetes
$107 million in year 1 sales

FDA Approved:  August 2012
Gilead Sciences
HIV
$371 million in year 1 sales

FDA Approved:  January 2012
Leo Pharma
Actinic Keratosis (AK)
$58 million in year 1 sales

Market Shaping Examples

PMSA Virtual University:  Launch Archetypes: The Bedrock of Successful Launch Strategies, © IQVIA, All Rights Reserved, November 2018 

*2007 to 2012 launches (n=306) versus 2013 to 2016 launches (n=274), US only
**2007 to 2012 launches versus 2013 to 2015 launches, US only

…but at the same time, Market Shaping launches 
increased HCP journal ad spend* 

+39%

-59%
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Science
Sells

The Science Sells Archetype is 
characterized by HIGH Market Unmet 
Need, and HIGH Product 
Differentiation

High Unmet Medical Need High Product Differentiation

Science Sells launches rely much more heavily on mail 
distribution versus retail due to special handling and 
lower volumes

44%

Mail distribution

75%
Percent of 
Science Sells 
launches that 
achieve 
‘Excellence’

$360m

Average Year 1 US  
sales

20%

Science
Sells

Other 
Launches

Commercial payers are more likely to create barriers for 
higher priced Science Sells products during launch 
versus other Archetypes

49%

Commercial payer rejection rate at 6 mos.

26%

Science
Sells

Other 
Launches

Science Sells and Emphasize the Difference products 
(high unmet need) are much more likely to be granted 
orphan designation

109

Number of launches with orphan designation

11

Science
Sells or
Emph the 
Diff

Other 
Launches

FDA Approved:  October 2014
Gilead Sciences
Hepatitis C
$12.9 billion in year 1 sales

FDA Approved:  October 2010
Boehringer Ingelheim
Stroke prevention
$404 million in year 1 sales

FDA Approved:  April 2007
Amgen
Paget’s Disease / Osteoporosis
$77 million in year 1 sales

Science Sells Examples

PMSA Virtual University:  Launch Archetypes: The Bedrock of Successful Launch Strategies, © IQVIA, All Rights Reserved, November 2018 
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The first 6 months are critical to launch success

Launches can be grouped by similar characteristics, ie. ‘Archetypes’

Core requirements of launch success include internal alignment, a powerful and 
pertinent value proposition, and external stakeholder engagement

Understanding their Archetype can help brand teams to plan effectively for a 
successful launch

IQVIA has identified four Launch Archetypes:  (1) Science Sells, (2) Emphasize the 
Difference, (3) Market Shaping, and (4) Who Benefits?

Studying other products with the same Archetype can be extremely informative to a 
commercial team planning a launch

1

2

3

4

5

6

Executive Summary

PMSA Virtual University:  Launch Archetypes: The Bedrock of Successful Launch Strategies, © IQVIA, All Rights Reserved, November 2018 
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